The New Advanced Medical Imaging Center

- The CT Unit
- The MRI Unit
- The Pediatric Imaging Unit
- The Ultrasound Unit
- The Angiographic Intervention Unit
- The Low-Dose Digital X-Ray Imaging Unit
- The Cardiac CT Unit
- Portable Imaging Services
- 3D Printing and Imaging Center

For many patients, the Advanced Medical Imaging Center is one of the first stops in their journey toward understanding and treating their condition.

Leading the way as medicine’s eyes and ears
From the most basic conventional x-ray to the most sophisticated functional imaging of the brain (fMRI), the Advanced Medical Imaging Center performs tests to diagnose conditions as simple as a basic fracture and as complex as a neurological condition. Medical Imaging experts interpret Computerized Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), angiograms, ultrasounds and other tests, serving as the center of diagnostic intelligence for nearly all medical and surgical disciplines.

Advanced Medical Imaging radiologists sit side by side with cardiologists, vascular surgeons, oncologists, gastrointestinal surgeons and other specialists to help them choose the best course of treatment and guide successful procedures with real-time vision inside the patient’s body.

Upgrading a 35-year-old facility
The center has implemented revolutionary technologies and medical practices over many years, always focusing on the best quality medical solutions. The time has come to enhance the patient experience by creating an environment that best serves patients and their caregivers while promoting research, educating medical professionals and training next-generation radiologists. Featuring state-of-the-art technologies and a patient-friendly interior design, the new Advanced Medical Imaging Center will help ensure that every patient encounter is comfortable, efficient and supportive.

Providing patients and clinicians with state-of-the-art diagnosis and treatment
300,000 Imaging procedures per year
5 Radiologists from the Advanced Medical Imaging Center have been named the best in Israel